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ABSTRACT
In space missions, many methods and techniques are used to enable large deployable structures—such
as solar arrays, antennas, and radiators—for power, communication, and heat regulation. With origami as
inspiration, a new class of self-deployable, self-stiffening, and retractable (SDSR) array has been developed
and is reviewed. SDSR arrays are a scalable deployable architecture based on origami flasher patterns. They
do not require the aid of external support and actuation structures common in space applications, instead
replacing them with strained compliant joints and reeling cables. Aluminum construction has previously
been successfully modeled and demonstrated, however, SDSR technology can be greatly improved with more
advanced, lighter weight materials. This work presents the redesign of the SDSR array for construction from
CFRP composite laminates, including principles developed for the design of high-strain composite flexural
joints and their integration into composite panels that can be applied broadly in other sheetlike folding
composite structures. The flexural joint used is an array of lamina emergent torsional (LET) joints, and is
an innovative solution to attain large deflections needed for hinge-like motion in large foldable arrays. The
research that has been done in LET joints assumes an isotropic material, whereas LET joints in anisotropic
materials such as CFRPs have yet to be addressed in the literature. Panel flatness is an area of interest so
deflections are analysed assuming a rectangular panel and basic panel deflection techniques. The culmination of the design and modeling is the demonstration of two prototype composite arrays, the second array
overcoming weaknesses in the initial design.
Introduction

Background
Pehrson’s SDSR Work
The SDSR arrays developed by Pehrson9 are inspired by origami flasher patterns. Flashers are
a subset of general category of miura-ori rings
explored by origami artists and engineers such
as Robert Lang [personal communication, 2019].
Flashers are inherently useful when a sheetlike structure is deployed from around a central hub and needs
to collapse to a compact configuration.10
SDSRs achieve stiffness throughout deployment
by utilizing stored strain energy of compliant joints
(along minor folds) and torsional spring revolute
joints (along major folds) (Figure 2). The joints
are strained as cables threaded through the panels
are reeled around a central hub and the array folds
around itself as shown in Figure 1(a). Using compliant joints allows for the possibility that the entire
array could be cut from one sheet of material, but
for large structures, this is impractical. Instead, using compliant joints along the minor folds allows for
the array to be divided into monolithic gores that

Space missions often rely on the ability to fold
up large sheet-like structures (such as solar arrays)
on earth, secure and protect them through the
harsh launch environment, and then deploy them
autonomously once in space. Efforts to increase array effectiveness–whether in close orbit or traveling
further into the solar system and beyond–require
larger and larger arrays. Maintaining stiffness at
full deployment is a major obstacle in these large
arrays. Typically, large arrays are actuated and
stiffened through mechanisms such as trusses1, 2 and
booms.3–8 Unfortunately, support and actuation
structures occupy valuable volume that could otherwise be used for more useful equipment such as
fuel, navigation hardware, secondary mission structures, micro meteoroid and orbital debris shielding,
or the array itself. Self-deployable, self-stiffening,
and retractable structures (SDSRs) do not require
the use of external support structures and thus free
up volume to be used more efficiently.
Smith
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(a) Stowed Array

(b) Deployed Array

Figure 1: Aluminum SDSR Array in Stowed and Deployed Positions
rogate folds for light weight, low part count origami
inspired designs12 because of their ability to attain
the large deflections necessary to achieve hinge-like
motion.

can be cut out of manageably sized sheet materials.
The gores can then be assembled into a large array
using revolute spring hinges as demonstrated.

Fiber reinforced polymer composites are generally used for their high stiffness and low weight
properties. Flexible, high-strain composites are becoming more common. For example, thin composite shells are currently finding success as collapsible and coil-able booms in space applications.13, 14
These high-strain structures show promise for adopting composite materials in other compliant mechanisms such as surrogate folds. Using composites as a
fold has its complications. Making composites thinner to obtain folding motion may not be sufficient
in origami inspired designs due to the large bending radii, however, other mechanisms mitigate this
problem.

Figure 2: Actuation is Possible Due to
Strained LET Joints and Reeling Cables

One class of compliant joints proposed for the
SDSR are lamina emergent torsional (LET) joints.
A LET joint is a network of beams oriented to either
bend around their long or short length axis (making them a bending segment or torsion segment).
The total stiffness of the joint can be determined by
determining the spring constants of each segment
and adding them in parallel or series according to
their configuration in the joint.15 LET joint analysis assumes an isotropic material. Because equivalent stiffness calculations in fiber reinforced materials rely not only on the geometry of the joint members, but also on the fiber orientation throughout
the laminate (ply layup), LET joints in anisotropic
materials such as CFRP’s have yet to be addressed
in the literature.

CFRP Compliant Mechanisms
An important consideration in origami engineering is the material. As seen in many classic origami
pieces, the structure of paper makes it an ideal material to produce compliant hinges. When folded,
paper fibers delaminate in such a way that reduces
the stiffness significantly along the fold creating an
axis that the paper can rotate about 360 degrees.
Since most engineering materials cannot be folded,
origami inspired engineering designs often utilize
hinges11 that can act as a surrogate fold. Traditional hinges are an easy off-the-shelf solution, but
are not ideal for low-weight, low-part-count applications. Compliant mechanisms can be excellent surSmith
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Design
Joint Design
A LET joint was chosen for the minor folds of
the SDSR array. Because the gores are triangular
in shape, there will be a difference in length of the
torsional members across the entire joint. Variation
in length leads to a non-constant stiffness, and thus
greater stresses in the stiffest (shortest) torsional
members and larger deflections in the longest members. It is possible to mitigate this stiffness disparity
across the joint by varying the width of the torsional
members, however, that will be addressed in future
work. The present design employs constant width
torsional members where the equivalent stiffness of
the joint used is an average stiffness.

Figure 3:
Unstrained LET Joint With
[90, 90, 0]s Ply Schedule

One drawback usually associated with LET
joints is parasitic motion, or motion in any direction
or about any axis other than the one intended. In the
case of the flasher pattern chosen for the array, parasitic motion actually becomes an advantage because
it is not rigidly foldable; i.e. the array could not
fold without the parasitic motion9 unless extreme
deflection were to occur in the rigid panels.

Panel Design
While the novelty of this work is on the joint design, analysis of the panels is critical because they
determine the use case of the array. For example,
flatness is very important in antenna design and the
following analysis would help determine whether this
could be an acceptable design solution. In this section, only the largest panel in the array is analysed
as the smaller panels will have less deflection. The
panel is a non-rectangular quadrilateral (see figure
1(b) where the joints along each edge apply moments
on the panel. On the long edges, the LET joints apply a symmetric moment load. On the short edges,
the spring loaded pin-joints apply an anti-symmetric
load.

Figure 4: Strained LET Joints with [90, 90, 0]s
Ply Schedule
Material failure in composites can be quite catastrophic and difficult to predict. Composite laminates can be weakened due to voids or inclusions that
are difficult to detect, and if not found, delamination
and fracture will be common in high-strain situations. It is hoped to better understand the limits
of reliability and fatigue in composite flexure joints
used in an SDSR array, however, this work only considers basic elements of structural and material failure. Even so, failure can be considered in different
ways since material failure is a nuanced topic in composite laminates. Because strain energy stored in the
deflected joints is needed for actuation of the overall mechanism, a reduction in stiffness that does not
allow for reliable array deployment could be considered failure. High cycle fatigue testing and testing
in extreme environmental conditions would be something significant to consider for future work.
Smith

Because most analytical solutions are presented
for rectangular panels, the quadrilateral panel was
considered as a rectangular panel in order to perform
analytical calculations. That solution will be used in
future work to validate an FEA solution which could
be extended to the quadrilateral panel. Fig. 5 shows
the rectangular panel with the combined load case
separated into two different load cases which will be
superimposed to create the total deflection solution.
3
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Figure 5: The Loading Case of the Rectangular Panel Split Into the Symmetric and Antisymmetric Load Cases to be Solved and then
Superimposed.
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The deflections for each case, shown separately
in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively, were then summed
to find the total deflection due to both loading conditions. The combined deflection is shown in Fig. 8.
For all three figures, subfigure (b) is an exaggerated
view to make the deflections more visible.
Hardware Demonstration
Two small CFRP SDSR prototypes were constructed to demonstrate proof of concept. In both
prototypes, rivets were used to mount the major fold
hinges to the panels because of their simplicity, although it is recognized that rivets are generally not
used for fastening composite panels due to possible
delamination effects.
The gores were cut from CFRP panels fabricated
with prepreg designed for use in autoclave tooling
applications. The panels are three plies thick and

Where d11 , d12 , d22 are the values at the matrix
locations of d, and d is the inverse of the D matrix in
the ABD matrix, when the laminate is symmetric.
Substituting these values into Eqn. 1 yields
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Because the design is dependent on orthotropic
plies forming a laminate, this equation cannot be
used in this form because the flexural rigidity is not
the same in every direction. In order to account
for this change, the flexural rigidity was modified
by using smeared stiffness properties of the composite laminate as a whole. From Kassapaglou,18 for
a symmetric laminate, the effective bending moduli
and Poisson’s ratios in the fiber and matrix directions, respectively, is
12
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where My is the moment about the y − axis, Mx
is the moment about the x − axis, a is the length
of the panel, and b is the width of the panel. The
combined deflection is the sum of these two terms,
or
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A model allowing for a bending moment had to
be constructed from other sources as the basis for
this model. Kurata16 provides the solution for a
simply supported, isotropic plate with clamped edge
conditions on portions of each edge of the plate.
The equations for symmetric and anti-symmetric
moment loadings were taken from Kurata and modified to account for the moment loadings occurring
uniformly along each edge. Because Kurata’s work
is for isotropic plates, the overall flexural rigidity
(D) of the plate needed to be used. It is given by
Timoshenko17 as
D=

(6)

(4)
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6: The deflection of the panel due to the symmetric moment loading on the long edges.
(a) The actual deflection (b) A view of the deflection with an exaggerated z-axis (minimum
value on the z-axis is -0.06 mm).

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: The deflection of the panel due to the antisymmetric moment loading on the short
edges. (a) The actual deflection (b) A view of the deflection with an exaggerated z-axis (minimum value on the z-axis is -0.06 mm).

(a)

(b)

Figure 8: The deflection of the panel due to the combined moment loading on the edges. (a)
The actual deflection (b) A view of the deflection with an exaggerated z-axis (minimum value
on the z-axis is -0.12 mm).

Smith
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(a) Composite SDSR Prototype Deployed

(b) Composite SDSR Prototype Stowed

Figure 9: Initial Carbon Composite SDSR Array in Deployed and Stowed Positions
were cured out-of-autoclave under vacuum. While
not necessarily aerospace grade material, it is very
high quality and was available for use in the student
composites lab.
First Prototype

Figure 11: Failed LET Joints
Second Prototype

Figure 10: Drawing of First Iteration Gores
with Innermost LET Joints that Failed

Two problems were addressed in the second iteration prototype. First, the failure of the bending
segments of the first prototype was due to the parasitic motion of the joint. It is necessary for actuation, but the bending members could not sustain
the stresses. The torsional members are also very
stiff in bending transferring excessive stress on the
bending members in torsion. In order to avoid this
failure, the inner-most LET joints were redesigned
to eliminate the bending segments as shown in
Figure 13. Second, the aluminum hinges were too
thick and caused interference in the folding of the
mechanism, especially in the innermost joints. The
revolute joints were replaced with aramid fabric and

Figure 9 shows the initial CFRP SDSR prototype
which had two important successes. It demonstrated
proof of concept and exposed flaws in the design for
further correction. On the first retraction, the small
bending segments in the most central LET joints
experienced some material failure. Some bending
members failing completely after successive cycles
(see Figure 11). One initial oversight was the interference created by the thickness of the hinges near
the central hub which caused greater stress than anticipated in the more centrally located joints. Even
with the failed joints, the mechanism functioned because it is a significantly over-constrained system.
Smith
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(a) Composite SDSR Prototype Deployed

(b) Composite SDSR Prototype Stowed

Figure 12: Second Iteration Carbon Composite SDSR Array with Aramid Fabric Hinges in
Deployed and Stowed Positions
carbon fiber plates (See Figure 12).

Conclusion
SDSRs are innovative and versatile structures
that can enhance the effectiveness of spacecraft to
fulfil their missions. They use limited space more
efficiently, have a simple deployment system, and
can be retracted and be tuned to many configurations. Advanced composite construction incorporating flexural hinges further validates the need for further research and development.

Figure 13: Drawing of Second Iteration Gores
with Innermost LET Joints Redesigned
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Better models for anisotropic compliant mechanisms will need to be developed for future design
iterations. The panel analysis can be sufficent depending on the arrays use case. LET joint properties
need further characterization to ensure a predictable
design. To assess the reliability and robustness of
the system, dynamic and modal analysis will need
to be developed. Controlled hardware tests (as well
as fatigue and extreme environmental testing) would
need to be compared to the analytical model solutions as well as FEA to gain further confidence in
the models.
Smith
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